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AN ACT TO IMPOSE THE DEATH PENALTY AND INCREASED PENALTIES ON 
CERTAIN HEINOUS CRIMES INVOLVING DANGEROUS DRUGS, AMENDING 

FOR THAT PURPOSE OTHER SPECIAL PENAL LAWS, AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives of the Philippines in Congress 
assembled:

FXPT.ANATORY NOTE:

The drag trafficking and drag abuse menace in the Philippines has grown into an 
emergency situation that now requires immediate and decisive action.

It is reported that presently there are millions of drag abusers in the country, including 
a significant portion of the younger sectors of the population. The problem therefore affects 
not only the level of productivity of the current working sector, but also impacts upon the 
future of the nation as it leads to other problems. It forfeits the dreams of those who fall into 
drag abuse, and it unfairly discounts the meaningful lives of hapless victims of the users’ 
violence and distorted views.

The Government’s means and capabilities to address the problem faceŝ  ̂new 
challenges with the reported increase in the popularity of Ushabun wx6. “party drags” tiiat 
resulted in higher street prices for these dangerous drags. Personalities of drag groups from 
an increasing number of countries in East Asia, Africa, and North America are finding a safer 
haven in Philippine shores where they may be finding weaker laws and law enforcement.

The problem may have become so lucrative that there is increasing news of the 
involvement of law enforcers not only as protectors or coddlers, but as gang enforcers or even 
masterminds. And this weakening of one of the pillars of law that was intended to fight the 
war against drag trafficking unfortunately helped the monster to regenerate its tentacles into a 
burgeoning number of Philippine barangays. Families are destroyed, thousands of bar^gays 
are mired in consequent violence and more crime, and the moral fiber of society is 
challenged.

Parallel to the urgent need to especially educate young people to the dangers of drag 
use, and the equally important need to help those already addicted to escape their distressing






















